ARMALITH® 2.0: the toughest fabric in the world produced by ROYOTEC,
(technical department of the famous Spanish weaver TEJIDOS ROYO).
ARMALITH® is a new generation fabric manufactured by assembling cotton fibres with UHMWPE fibre, which has until now been used exclusively
for space, military and offshore applications. This exclusive technology produces an authentic denim with a core framework that gives it the
mechanical qualities of leather.
The principle of this "architexture" is based on the fact that the technology is integrated directly into the heart of the fabric and is not used as a
garment lining.
ARMALITH 2.0 is the only material capable of protecting against abrasion (including as defined by motorcycle standard 13595-2) in a single layer
of fabric, while providing the comfort and look of real jeans.
ARMALITH 2.0 is a composite fabric, but is also flexible, soft, absorbent, breathable, and dyed with a beautiful indigo color that will acquire a patina
over time. ARMALITH® offers the comfort of stretch jeans, the safety of leather and beautiful shades of indigo:
Protection: ultra-resistant to abrasion, tearing, cutting, and UV light
Comfort: stretch, light, the feel of cotton on your skin
Technology: an armored structure at the core of an authentic denim
Environmentally friendly: low temperature manufacturing means significant energy savings.
Durable: lasts for more than a thousand washes, giving the finished product a very long life.

A 5-year contract has been signed between the fabric manufacturer ROYOTEC and PHP, the owner of the rights to ARMALITH®.
This is a worldwide partnership for the manufacture of ARMALITH 2.0 and its new versions:
A Grade: a lighter and more fashionable ARMALITH for urban travel (45Km/h - 14m abrasion resistance)
AA Grade: The classic ARMALITH designed for the road (70Km/h - 32m abrasion resistance)
AAA Grade: ARMALITH® passes the 7 seconds abrasion time standard as required for leather GP motorcycles suits... (120Km/h - 56m abrasion
resistance)
Isidre Linares, Head of the Technology Division of ROYO said "Being able to weave ARMALITH® exclusively in our factory is the result of our

investment policy and technological advance in the field of new generation stretch fabrics. We at ROYOTEC have the industrial capacity to support
the world's leading brands of motorcycle gears but also the jeans brands that are keen to take part in this odyssey of high-performance denim".
Mr Linares continued "We have structured ourselves in such a way that we can produce 300,000 meters of ARMALITH® per year to meet a
demand driven by the global growth of both the denim market and urban mobility". On the PHP side, Pierre-Henry Servajean, ARMALITH inventor,
says he is "honored to be able to entrust the weaving of ARMALITH® to ROYOTEC, one of the most prominent weavers in the world, renowned for
its know-how (craftsmanship in stretch fabrics and indigo color intensity) and consistency of production. We initiated this partnership in 2014 and
this contract is the culmination of our efforts and will ensure their sustainability for several years to come. We are working together on new fabric
developments to be able to meet new market requirements”.
ARMALITH® seduces the big names in the motorcycle apparel industry: ROKKER, VANUCCI, HELD, BOLID’STER and ESQUAD all trust the fabric to
make their motorcycle jeans... and very recently HARLEY DAVIDSON, in their special status of god father in the field of intellectual property. This
heralds the beginning of new partnerships and new products offering the freedom of jeans and the protection of leather…
www.armalith.com
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